Host Pat_O says:
Several of the Ganymede crew are trapped in what appears to be a warp bubble surrounding the bar on Avalon Station

The ship itself has moved away from the station, and attempts at powering up seem to influence the "bubble"

The ship is still severely damaged from its encounter with the Romulan Armada

<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>

Host CO_Silek says:
:: paces the bridge, his control becoming better ::
CNS_Lantris says:
::sits on the bridge, monitoring the communication frequencies to the 'bubble' on the station::
XO_Ashworth says:
::on the bridge, at tactical::
OPS_Serok says:
@:: paces the docking bay :: FCO: Mister Harlock, have you found anything?
Host CO_Silek says:
CMO/CIV: Have you located the cause yet ?
FCO_Harlok says:
@OPS: I've found some Engineering Tricordors, and a medical kit. ::Sets them down::
CIV_Ahkileez says:
::looks up from Sci I:: CO: No, not yet. ::tries to concentrate on the constant data::
EO_Strahan says:
::In Engineering trying to clean up a bit::
FCO_Harlok says:
@OPS: Want me to head out now Commander? ::Slings his phaser III::
CNS_Lantris says:
::looks at the CO and shakes head:: CO: Not yet... I'm trying to see if analyzing the distortion it causes on our comm signal can show something
OPS_Serok says:
@FCO: Well then Mister Harlok....lets see what we can do.
EO_Strahan says:
::Finds a console and tries to get some warp power back.::
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ :: sitting at the bar sipping on a drink.. wondering why everyone got quiet::
OPS_Serok says:
@FCO: Go ahead.
CIV_Ahkileez says:
CO: Captain, could we attune the ship's engines to the signature of that warp field? It might be enough for us to stabilize it and study it safely.
FCO_Harlok says:
@OPS: Hai!  I'll try to reach Operations first, Sir. ::Heads out into the abandoned station::
CTO_Abbott says:
@::working busily at the computer to find a route to talk with the Ganymede::
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ CTO: any luck?
OPS_Serok says:
@FCO: Acknowledged.
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ ::looks over at the FCO.. grins.. thinks he is cute::
Host CO_Silek says:
CIV: Unfortunately our engines were damaged in a battle with the Romulans.. it may not be possible.. but perhaps.... :: voice trails off :: Contact Engineering and attempt it
CTO_Abbott says:
@SEC: I'm working on it.... yet I do not think it will be an easy task....
CIV_Ahkileez says:
::nods and opens a comm channel from his board:: *EO*: Bridge to Engineering.
XO_Ashworth says:
::is trying not to revert back to her counselor days and just stand back and observe the situation::
EO_Strahan says:
*CIV*  Engineering here..
SEC_Gleeson says:
@:: stirs her drink and leans back:: 
OPS_Serok says:
@ CTO: Mister Abbott, report.
FCO_Harlok says:
@ ::Pads down the Corridor and through the eerie silence. Turns down a passage and heads for the TL::
CIV_Ahkileez says:
*EO*: This is Ahkileez. I'm trying to find out if a theory of mine will work. Would it be possible to attune our warp field to the subspace anomaly we have discovered on the station? And if so, do you think the bubble would become stable?
CTO_Abbott says:
@OPS: Nothing as of yet, sir. I am still trying a few possibilities...
CNS_Lantris says:
::smacks the console with his hand and sighs upon receiving yet another negative reading from his scan::
SEC_Gleeson says:
@OPS: say.. have you seen any one else? anything weird?

Host Pat_O says:
Action: The Warp Core spikes again and the "bubble" begins to take the shape of a funnel

FCO_Harlok says:
@ ::Enters the Turbo Lift:: Computer: Ops. ::Readies himself::
EO_Strahan says:
*CIV*:  The problem is getting some warp power back.
OPS_Serok says:
@:: raises her eyebrow at the SEC :: SEC: No
Host CO_Silek says:
:: stares at the image on the viewscreen ::
SEC_Gleeson says:
@OPS: hmmph ::takes another drink::
CIV_Ahkileez says:
::frowns:: *EO*: Did you pick up any irregularities in our warp field? The anomaly has just changed shape.
Host CO_Silek says:
CIV/CNS: Analysis ? What is causing the funnel ? Us or the Station ?
FCO_Harlok says:
@ ::Exits TL into Ops and looks around ::
CIV_Ahkileez says:
*EO*:: I don't know... yet. I'm trying to eliminate possibilities with Engineering at the moment.
EO_Strahan says:
*CIV*  There was a brief augmentation in warp field intensity.  I'm attempting to compensate.
FCO_Harlok says:
@ *OPS* Harlok to Suvok, I'm in Ops now. ::Moves slowly through the room looking at the various displays::
CNS_Lantris says:
::co-ordinates his efforts with the CIV, trying to think of what could cause it::
EO_Strahan says:
*CIV*  What if we reversed the flow of matter/anti-matter reactions?
CIV_Ahkileez says:
*EO*: That's dangerous this close to the station... ::sighs:: Standby.
CIV_Ahkileez says:
CO: Captain...
OPS_Serok says:
@ *FCO*: Acknowledged Mister Harlok.  See what you can do.  Try and communicate with the Mede.
Host CO_Silek says:
CIV: Mr Ahkileez ? :: looks over to SCI as he walks to tactical ::
XO_Ashworth says:
::contacts the other ships that are docked to ask them if they see anything out of the ordinary in their sensor readings::
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ OPS: well.. should we sit and wait? say, anyone one have a tricorder handy?
CTO_Abbott says:
@::lets out an audible sigh and mutters a few Klingon curses on the computer::
CIV_Ahkileez says:
::points to the records:: CO: Captain, our engines spiked at the exact moment that anomaly... changed. Circumstantial evidence would suggest we are the cause, not the station. We have to fix things on our end.
OPS_Serok says:
@:: tosses a tricorder to the SEC :: SEC: Here you are.
FCO_Harlok says:
@*OPS* Aye. There's no readings of any anomaly on any of the screens up here Sir. ::Moves over to station Communications and calls up data::
CTO_Abbott says:
@::tries a few more ideas...all of which fail::
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ ::catches:: OPS: thanks ::knocks her drink over:: ahh crud..
Host CO_Silek says:
CIV: Co-ordinate with engineering... verify our internal sensors .. find out what caused it and attempt to reverse it
FCO_Harlok says:
@ ::Checks to see if any signals are coming in at all::
OPS_Serok says:
@ *FCO*: Mister Harlok, any information you can retrieve would be helpful.
EO_Strahan says:
::Tries to find the cause of what is causing the spikes in the warp core.::
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ ::turns the tricorder on a super high pitched ionic ping and sets it down waiting for the echoes to form a picture of the area.. reaches behind the bar for a bottle of anything::
CTO_Abbott says:
@::leans off and decks the computer and strides frustrated to the bar for a tankard of bloodwine to calm her nerves::

Host Pat_O says:
Action: The Warp Core is generating power through no readily visible source

XO_Ashworth says:
::keeps getting negative responses from the other ships::   CO:  Captain, I just contacted the other ships in dock with us and they have said that they have not shown any abnormalities in their sensors readings.
CIV_Ahkileez says:
CO: The most drastic suggestion I could offer is to take our warp core offline. It leave us on battery power and the fusion generators, but it might be safest.
CTO_Abbott says:
@::grabs the tankard and slugs most of it back in a few massive gulps::
Host CO_Silek says:
:: nods :: CIV: Take the engines offline immediately.
FCO_Harlok says:
@ *OPS* Right Sir. ::Taps consol and realigns the comm-array::
EO_Strahan says:
*CIV*  Sir, I'm receiving no visible source from which the warp core is feeding off of.
CNS_Lantris says:
::looks over:: CIV: My scans do show that this 'funnel' or whatever it is, is temporal in nature... what it... what if we somehow work chronotons, phased to the inverse of the funnel, into the warp reaction that seems to be powering it?
CTO_Abbott says:
@::strides back to the computer again, her head feeling a little clearer::
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ ::glances over at the tricorder with a bottle of red stuff in hand::
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ OPS: hey.. come look at this.. ::pulls the tricorder over::
EO_Strahan says:
*CIV*  Perhaps, the anomaly is feeding us power for the ship.
OPS_Serok says:
@:: walks over to where the SEC is ::
OPS_Serok says:
@SEC: what is it?
CIV_Ahkileez says:
*EO*: See if you can pin that down. Suspend the feeds from the deuterium tanks and see what happens.
Host CO_Silek says:
::whispers ::XO: Commander.. I am open to suggestions... I am at a loss :: frowns ::
CIV_Ahkileez says:
CNS: Can we transmit the chronotons safely through the hull of the station?
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ OPS: I set the tricorder to an ionic ping.. sorta like a radar beam.. figured what would it hurt to see if there was  something out there.. but I'm not getting anything beyond this room.. 
FCO_Harlok says:
@ ::Opens access panel and adjusts settings to try and fluctuate signal beyond subspace::
EO_Strahan says:
::Tries to suspend the feeds from the deuterium tanks.::
XO_Ashworth says:
::whispers back::  CO:  I am too.
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ OPS: it's like.. there's nothing there..
CNS_Lantris says:
CIV: I don't see why not, they aren't harmful to living organisms and they would be able to pass through an unshielded hull
OPS_Serok says:
:: frowns :: SEC: I see. :: shakes her head :: 
Host CO_Silek says:
CIV: Mr Ahkileez why hasn't the warp drive been shut down ?
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ OPS: take a look.. I'm not the engineering type.. maybe I did something wrong ::hands the tricorder back::
CIV_Ahkileez says:
::raises eye brow at Silek:: CO: I can't order that Captain. I just work here.
FCO_Harlok says:
@ ::Checks his linkups and begins to send out the modulating sub-space signal:: COMM: ALL: Mayday... Mayday... This Lt. Harlok to anyone who may hear this signal, please respond... Mayday...
Host CO_Silek says:
*EO* : Engineering ... shut down the core immediately !
OPS_Serok says:
@:: looks at the tricorder and rechecks his settings :: SEC: No, you did it correctly.
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ OPS: then that's not good.. ::pours another glass full::
EO_Strahan says:
*CO*  Yes sir... ::Tries to shut down the core.::

Host Pat_O says:
Action: A damaged seal in the core fails to close causing fuel to continue to leak into the core

CTO_Abbott says:
@::tries to find some sort of frequency on the anomaly::
CIV_Ahkileez says:
CNS: Get permission from the captain to take control of the deflector and then inform Avalon Control.
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ ::holds a glass up to the OPS:: OPS: want one?
EO_Strahan says:
::Tries to compensate for the fuel leak.::   *CO*  A damaged seal in the core has failed.  Fuel is leaking into the core.
Host CO_Silek says:
:: frowns as he feels the engines continue to pulse and counts the seconds ::
OPS_Serok says:
:: raises her eyebrows :: SEC: No thank you.
FCO_Harlok says:
@ *OPS* Sir I've adjusted the Comm system for a modulated Sub-space signal and sending a Mayday out. But I could use some info on the Anomaly we're in to make my adjustments.
Host CO_Silek says:
*EO*  Eject the core.    XO:   Advise all ships in the vicinity we are ejecting our warp core !
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ OPS: suit  yourself.. I hate to die on an empty stomach

Host Pat_O says:
Action: the "funnel" begins to "shrink"

EO_Strahan says:
::Prepares to eject the core.::
XO_Ashworth says:
CO:  All right ::advices the other ships that the Ganymede is ejecting the warp core::
CIV_Ahkileez says:
::thought *he* was the drastic Vulcan on this ship::
OPS_Serok says:
@ *FCO*: Keep trying Mister Harlok.

Host Pat_O says:
Action: Warp core ejection fails

CNS_Lantris says:
::frowns:: CO: What now, sir?
EO_Strahan says:
*CO*  Sir, the ejection protocols have failed..  Ejection of the warp core has been aborted.
Host CO_Silek says:
:: frowns ::
SEC_Gleeson says:
@:: looks up as the forward bar wall wavers and shrinks... drops glass:: OPS: uhh we have a problem..
FCO_Harlok says:
@ *OPS* Aye Sir. ::Tries to call up the data from The Round Table computers to aid in his "tweaking" of the signal::
CIV_Ahkileez says:
::gestures for Lantris:: CO: Captain, I request you have this... person, take over my station and I'll head down to Engineering. I have some experience with temperamental machinery from my grandparents' ship.
OPS_Serok says:
@ :: perceives that thing aren't right :: *FCO*: Mister Harlock, get down here.  Now.
FCO_Harlok says:
@ COM: ALL: Mayday... Mayday... This is Lt. Harlok to anyone who can hear this signal, please respond!

Host Pat_O says:
Action: Deuterium flow slows to core but there is enough fuel to keep M/AM processing

SEC_Gleeson says:
@ ::starts backing away from the wavering wall as the bar is disappearing :: OPS: we better get to the hallway.. like now!
Host CO_Silek says:
:: nods :: CIV: Go to engineering  ... CNS: Take over on SCI
FCO_Harlok says:
@*OPS* But Sir... I think I've almost got the settings! ::Types furiously::
OPS_Serok says:
@ SEC: Agreed.
CTO_Abbott says:
@OPS: Sir, I am getting a strange reading that this world or space that we are in is decreasing it's size.....
CIV_Ahkileez says:
::leaves the bridge without a word, stepping into the lift before realizing he has no idea what deck Eng is on:: TL: Main Engineering? <beep> ::lift descends::
OPS_Serok says:
@*FCO*:  MIster Harlok....that's an order.
CIV_Ahkileez says:
*EO*: Ahkileez to... who am I talking to?
SEC_Gleeson says:
@::walks to the doorway and watches as the room continues to shrink.. the chair she was sitting at waves and then is gone::
EO_Strahan says:
*CIV*  Ensign Strahan...sir.
FCO_Harlok says:
@::Sighs and nods:: *OPS* Aye Sir... on my way. ::Types furiously to try one last series of signals::
OPS_Serok says:
@CTO: acknowledged Mister Abbott.
CNS_Lantris says:
::gets up and moves to the Sci station, looks for a way to open a hole in that funnel to get the people out, building on the CIV's info::
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ CTO: Look! ::points to the wall.. it's still being eaten by a wave of energy::
Host CO_Silek says:
:: remembers the original accident on the Enterprise from a few years ago :: XO:  Commander, check internal sensors have we had any visitors on the ship while she was at Avalon Station.. any visitors at all ?
CIV_Ahkileez says:
*EO*: Ahh, Ensign. I'm on my way down to see if I can help. ::steps out of the lift:: Where exactly on this deck is Main Engineering?
CTO_Abbott says:
@::looks to where the SEC is pointing::
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ CTO: hallway! hurry!
FCO_Harlok says:
@Self: C'mon you bugger... IMA!! IMA!! ::Sends his recording again:: COM: Mayday... Mayday.. This is Lt. Harlok...
EO_Strahan says:
*CIV*  A few halls to your right sir.
XO_Ashworth says:
CO:  Aye Captain.  ::begins to check out the internal sensors for any "visitors"::
CTO_Abbott says:
@SEC/OPS: I shall try to find out the cause and stop it from going any further.. ::begins working::
FCO_Harlok says:
@ ::Sets the system on auto then runs for the Turbo lift::
CIV_Ahkileez says:
*EO*: Ahh, thank you. I'll be there in a minute.  Ahkileez out.
CIV_Ahkileez says:
::makes his way quickly down the corridor to the big doors of Engineering::
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ ::goes into the hall and looks down the left corridor.. sees the same thing.. coming at them:: CTO: you may not have time..
OPS_Serok says:
@ CTO: That's fine.  Just don't put yourself in danger.
OPS_Serok says:
@CTO:  Keep working as long as you can. 
CTO_Abbott says:
@::nods without looking up:: OPS: Aye, Sir.
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ OPS: it's out here too!!
CIV_Ahkileez says:
::rushes into ME:: EO: Strahan?
FCO_Harlok says:
@ ::Exits Turbo lift and jogs for the Bar::
OPS_Serok says:
@SEC:  Just keep moving!
CNS_Lantris says:
::analyzes data, looks for a way to create an inverse of the warp funnel on the station, to create a sort of passage to allow the people to exit::
EO_Strahan says:
CIV:  I'm here sir.  ::Waves::
XO_Ashworth says:
CO:  The internal sensors show negative on "visitors" Captain.
SEC_Gleeson says:
@::turns and sees the other hall beginning to vanish:: OPS: what ever it is.. it look like a triangle or something.. 
CIV_Ahkileez says:
::looks at the thumming core and feels totally out of his league:: Self: This is much bigger than the Eye 's core..
CTO_Abbott says:
@::watches the sensors and looks up and around briefly::
OPS_Serok says:
@SEC: Continue to move to the bigger end .
CIV_Ahkileez says:
EO: Where's the problem?
SEC_Gleeson says:
@OPS: I think we are at the bigger end.. 
Host CO_Silek says:
XO: Commander... we are missing the cause... What could cause such an incident.. prepare a record search please. Cross reference to any accidents such as this before.
EO_Strahan says:
CIV:  Right here sir. ::Points::
OPS_Serok says:
@ CTO/FCO/SEC: keep away from the sides.
FCO_Harlok says:
@ ::Runs into the Bar and looks around for the emergency::
XO_Ashworth says:
CO:  Understood.
CIV_Ahkileez says:
::looks at the lock:, then back at Strahan::
CNS_Lantris says:
::overhears the CO and cross-references his data with the historical records::
SEC_Gleeson says:
@:: tosses her glass into the wavering wall and it flashes out of existence::
XO_Ashworth says:
::goes to do her research in hopes of finding such a cross reference::
SEC_Gleeson says:
@::points the FCO to the wavering mirror wall that's eating the bar::
CTO_Abbott says:
@::has seen what the Sec has done.. tries to get a reading on where the glass went and if it is still intact::
FCO_Harlok says:
@ ::Sees the Wavering wall:: Sec: Kishijoten protect us. What is THAT?
CIV_Ahkileez says:
EO: Is there a manual lock for this?
SEC_Gleeson says:
@FCO: I don't know.. but I don't like it
Host CO_Silek says:
XO: Are there any members from the Tau Ceti system listed arriving on Avalon Station ?
OPS_Serok says:
@FCO: Just stay away from it Mister Harlok.
EO_Strahan says:
CIV:  You should be able to access one from the panel over there sir.
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ ::scoots over to the FCO:: 
CTO_Abbott says:
@SEC/FCO: It is possible that the glass you just threw out there merely went to another reality....
XO_Ashworth says:
CO:  Checking that now
FCO_Harlok says:
@ ::Looks at OPS in disgust then to the CTO:: CTO: Another reality? Maybe it's OUR reality?
CIV_Ahkileez says:
::nods:: EO: Uhm, man the main engineering post please. I'll try to lock this then you can shut down the reaction.
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ CTO: or ceased to exist
CIV_Ahkileez says:
::climbs over the core, carefully, looking for the lock's panel::
CNS_Lantris says:
::checks the computer readings to see what would happen if they tried to create a similar warp funnel intersecting the existing one::
EO_Strahan says:
CIV:  Alright.  ::Mans his post at the station.::
OPS_Serok says:
@ FCO: Perhaps Mister Harlok.
CTO_Abbott says:
@SEC/FCO: I am attempting to find that out now....

Host Pat_O says:
Action: The Core power continues to fluctuate

SEC_Gleeson says:
@:: watches the mirrored wall flux.. bubbling out and lapping up another table and then bounding back::
EO_Strahan says:
CIV:  Core power is continuously fluctuating.
SEC_Gleeson says:
@OPS: or maybe empty cold space..
OPS_Serok says:
@ FCO/CTO/SEC: That tricorder....throw it through.....lets see if we can trace it.
FCO_Harlok says:
@ OPS: Sir! I could run my Mayday message through my commbage and Toss it in? It might relay a message to whatever on the other side... briefly. ::Shrugs::
CNS_Lantris says:
::turns:: CO: Sir, with all our efforts to cut power, the funnel shrinks... maybe we should bring the warp core up to full spec, maybe the opposite will stabilize the funnel.
CIV_Ahkileez says:
::opens the panel and tries the lock's handle, feeling it stuck:: EO: Then we should do this fast. Get ready... now! ::puts his full Vulcan strength into pushing the lock in to place to cut off the fuel flow::
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ ::whispers:: FCO: stressed out?
XO_Ashworth says:
::her research completed she tells the captain::  CO:  I found a probable cause- The computer generated an energy source or it could be from a specific warp core component failure.
EO_Strahan says:
::Adjusts the necessary components to shut down the reaction.::
OPS_Serok says:
@FCO: Belay that Mister Harlok.
SEC_Gleeson says:
@OPS: right.. ::takes the tricorder and tosses it at the mirrored wall::
CTO_Abbott says:
@SEC/FCO/OPS: If we could attach something to a cable and throw it through... if it survives we should be able to pull it back successfully
XO_Ashworth says:
CO:  And no member of Tau Ceti have been on the station.
FCO_Harlok says:
@ SEC: ::Grins:: A little! I hate detox pills. ::Picks up the tricorder and chucks it into the wall:: BONZAI!!
SEC_Gleeson says:
@CTO: oh now you say that!
CTO_Abbott says:
@OPS: I did not pick up the glass when it disappeared Sir...
SEC_Gleeson says:
@OPS: well that's 2 down.. 
OPS_Serok says:
:: watches the tricorder in her hand as the other passes through :: CTO: Acknowledged.
CTO_Abbott says:
@::gives the SEC a glare:: SEC: I do not hear any suggestions from YOU...
CIV_Ahkileez says:
::looks at Strahan again:: EO: Did it work?
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ FCO: oh? ::whispers in his ear:: doing anything later if we live through this?
Host CO_Silek says:
:: frowns :: CNS: A possibility... Notify engineering to prepare but keep on stand-by.... and have them attempt to shut down the warp engines manually.. cut computer control to the warp core temporarily first .. then is it does not work.. attempt the full power solution.

Host Pat_O says:
Action: Fuel is cut to the core just as a trionic initiator blows a hole through the dilithium crystal

SEC_Gleeson says:
@CTO: oh like a security guard knows anything about spatial anomalies..
CTO_Abbott says:
@::begins looking for a cord or string::
FCO_Harlok says:
@ SEC: ::Thinks what the hey if I'm going to die... Grabs the SEC close and Kisses her softly:: No. You?
EO_Strahan says:
CIV:  We managed to cut the flow to the core but a trionic initiator overloaded.
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ ::blinks at the FCO and then grins:: FCO: well I might be now..

Host Pat_O says:
Action: the "funnel "begins to stabilize

FCO_Harlok says:
@ ::winks::  SEC: It's a date then. ::Kiss::
CIV_Ahkileez says:
::shakes, realizing what they just missed, then forces a smile:: EO: Funny... you don't look like an angel. ::hops down off the core::
CTO_Abbott says:
@::growls and hovers over the SEC:: SEC: Just, remember you are under my department... I CAN make life difficult for you.....
EO_Strahan says:
::Raises eyebrow at the CIV::
CIV_Ahkileez says:
::taps his badge:: *CO*: Ahkileez to Bridge.
CNS_Lantris says:
::nods:: CO: Aye sir... ::turns back to his console and swears under his breath, turning back to the CO:: CO: Too late, sir, warp core is offline... ::checks scans:: Although, the warp funnel is stabilizing slightly.
Host CO_Silek says:
*CIV*: Go ahead Mr Ahkileez

Host Pat_O says:
Action: The ship begins to drift away from the Station

Host CO_Silek says:
CNS: Attempt to transport them immediately..
SEC_Gleeson says:
@::slightly pushes out of the FCO's grip and moves to confront the CTO:: CTO: I'm STATION security.. sir.. 
OPS_Serok says:
@CTO/FCO/SEC: For the time being, you are all under my department.
CIV_Ahkileez says:
*CO*: Captain, the core shut down successfully but the dilithium matrix was destroyed. That will have to be replaced. But for now, we can no longer produce a warp field.
CNS_Lantris says:
::taps into the scans, attempts to lock onto any and all lifesigns within the warp funnel::
Host CO_Silek says:
XO: Commander take a shuttle as close to the funnel as possible as attempt a rescue.
OPS_Serok says:
@ CTO/SEC/FCO; Lets find a way out of here.
FCO_Harlok says:
@ ::Flicks his hair beads and watches::
CTO_Abbott says:
@::mutters:: SEC: Lucky you....
FCO_Harlok says:
@ OPS: Nothing on the Tricorder Sir? ::Nods toward the Wall::
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ OPS: I'm open to suggestions.. ::glares at the CTO::
CNS_Lantris says:
CO: Sorry sir, the warp funnel is beginning to fade, but targeting scanners are not finding anything to lock onto
CIV_Ahkileez says:
EO: I'm heading back up to the bridge. Coming?

Host Pat_O says:
Action: The "funnel" is stable

EO_Strahan says:
CIV:  I will stay behind and attempt to clean up this mess.
CTO_Abbott says:
@::takes a tricorder and attaches it to the cord she has found::
SEC_Gleeson says:
@:: turns and looks at the mirrored wall become a solid looking object::
XO_Ashworth says:
CO:  Understood.  ::as she leaves the bridge to go to the shuttlebay, snagging some help on the way::
SEC_Gleeson says:
@OPS: it stopped
OPS_Serok says:
@ CTO/FCO/SEC:  First of all.  It appears that this bubble has stabilized, lets try and make contact with the Station or the Ganymede.
FCO_Harlok says:
@ ::Watches the Wall in fascination:: Self: whoa.
CNS_Lantris says:
::checks to see if there is anyway they can beam something into the warp funnel, instead of trying to take something out::
CIV_Ahkileez says:
EO: All right. Good luck with it. And keep an eye on that matrix. Just in case... ::glances at the core, shudders again, then heads out of Engineering::
Host CO_Silek says:
CNS: Is communication or transport possible ?
CTO_Abbott says:
@::heads to one of the fluctuating walls and tosses the tricorder through holding fast to the cord::
XO_Ashworth says:
::enters the shuttlebay and enters a shuttle and tells her "crew" to get going::
CNS_Lantris says:
CO: Checking on transport right now... no. Communication's... yes! Communications are back, Captain. ::opens a channel:: You're on...
XO_Ashworth says:
%::as the shuttle leaves the Ganymede::  *CO*:  We are en route Captain.
FCO_Harlok says:
@ ::Taps consol:: COM: ALL: Mayday, This is Lt. Harlok anyone who can hear us please respond!
SEC_Gleeson says:
@FCO: it's a waist.. :sighs and folds arms:: any idea what it's made of?
Host CO_Silek says:
*XO* Acknowledged Commander... Maintain transporter distance to the tunnel .. the Ganymede is drifting.. we may not be able to compensate.
CIV_Ahkileez says:
::steps out of the lift and back on to the bridge, heading back to the station he was manning::
Host CO_Silek says:
:: move to the FCO's chair and attempts to keep the ship in place ::
XO_Ashworth says:
%*CO*: Aye Captain.
OPS_Serok says:
@CTO/FCO/SEC: Perhaps Mister Harlok has something in it may be our reality, so lests expand that reality to include the outside.
CNS_Lantris says:
COMM: FCO: Lt, this the Ganymede, we read you. Repeat, this is the Ganymede, we read you.
FCO_Harlok says:
@ SEC: Nope. I can fly... and I know a little about engines. But Physics just isn't my bag.
XO_Ashworth says:
%::tells her "crew" to maintain transporter distance at all times::

Host Pat_O says:
Action: as the trapped crew try to communicate with the "outside"world the funnel begins to fade

FCO_Harlok says:
@ ::Stares at his panel as he ACTUALLY hears a response:: COM: Ganymede: MEDE! Thank heavens!
FCO_Harlok says:
@ OPS: Sir! I've got the Mede!
SEC_Gleeson says:
@::watches the room blink::
OPS_Serok says:
@FCO: Acknowledged Mister Harlok.
SEC_Gleeson says:
@OPS: it's happening again!
CNS_Lantris says:
COMM: FCO: We were beginning to think we'd lost you... what's your status?
OPS_Serok says:
@ *COM: Gany:* This is Commander Serok reporting.  We are intact.
FCO_Harlok says:
@ ::Grimices and types::: OPS: But it's fading! COMM: GANYMEDE: Several of us are trapped. I'm sending our data now! ::Transmits data::

Host Pat_O says:
Action: The funnel continues to weaken. no longer fueled by the faulty trionic initiator

Host CO_Silek says:
*OPS* Commander... We are attempting a rescue.. the tunnel is stabilizing... negative it is fading at the moment
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ ALL: what ever your doing you better stop! 
FCO_Harlok says:
@ COMM: Ganymede: None of us are injured but we're getting a might worried. It seems this anomaly is shrinking.
XO_Ashworth says:
%*CO*:  Captain, we are ready on your orders.
SEC_Gleeson says:
@ ::takes a step back as the floor fades::
CNS_Lantris says:
::glances at the scans of the funnel... strange, they were stable a moment ago:: COMM: FCO: Data received... and we confirm that the anomaly is shrinking.
CNS_Lantris says:
::examines the possibility of piggybacking a transporter signal onto the intact communications signal::
FCO_Harlok says:
@ ::Looks at the SEC and sees the floor fading:: COMM: Ganymede: It looks like it fading away...
Host CO_Silek says:
*XO* Get as close as possible and attempt transport Commander
OPS_Serok says:
@ALL: I don't believe it is shrinking.
CTO_Abbott says:
@OPS: Confirmed... I believe we are returning back to our own reality...::taps away at the computer::
XO_Ashworth says:
%*CO*:  Aye Sir.  ::turns to the crewman:;  Crewman:  You heard him, let's do it.
OPS_Serok says:
@ALL: The communications signal is getting stronger. 
SEC_Gleeson says:
@:: grabs the FCO's arm::  FCO: I really hate this
OPS_Serok says:
CTO: I believe you are correct.
FCO_Harlok says:
@::Looks up at CTO then to the SEC:: SEC: Me too darlin'.
XO_Ashworth says:
%<Crewman>  ::nods as they move the shuttle as close as possible::

Host Pat_O says:
Action: The funnel fully dissipates and the trapped crew is surrounded by curious on lookers aboard the Station

Host Pat_O says:
<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>

